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ABSTRACT. Recent data obtained in two experiments performed 

in the framework of the Bueharest-Dubna collaboration are 

presented i.e.: the observation of narrow dibaryonia reso

nances in neutron-proton interactions in lm BBC at different 

momenta of incident neutrons in the range 1-S GeV/c, and the 

cumulative production of negative pions in nucleus-nualeue 

interactions in SKM-Î0O streamer chamber at 4.S GeV/c. The 

interpretation of these results in terms of multi-quark 

states is discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

HgltIquark systems, i.e. colour singlet q q combinations 

with n+m > 3 are new objects predicted in different quark models 

which Incorporate the QCO properties of short distance asymptotic 

freedom and long distance confinement. Their experimental manifes

tation can be observed for example in hadronii. spectroscopy as 

•ultiquark resonances (eg.g. q q" - mezobaryons, q - dibaryons, 

e t c . ) , or in relativl^tlc nuclear physics in such phenomena as the 

cumulative effect. A study of multiquark systems can be made in 

scattering experiments in hadron and nuclear physics at a small 

GeV allowing to test these QCD - based models for hadrons and per

haps to obtain new information on H e dynamics at quark level. 

The search for dibaryonic resonances has aroused lately a 

considerable interest. This was nenerated mainly by the results 

obtained at Arqonne in experiments with polarised proto.is (see for 

• review Vokosawa (1980)). Indications for dibaryonic resonances 

result from two different types of experiments: • 

i) experiments using electronic methods to investigate the 

excitation function of certain observable: related to nucleon-nu-

cleon scattering: ° t o t >
 & 0 T t i 0

L
 an^ different spin parameters. 

Additional information was obtained front the investigation of the 

td — Id, pp -* »d, Td -* pn and td — »pn processes. Interpreting 

these data by phase analysis i'as led to conclude on the existence 

of dibaryon resonances. The possible candidates fro dibaryon reso

nances have generally large widths (around 150 MeV/c ) . The reso

nance-like behaviour observed in the Argand plot of some N-N par

tial wave amplitudes 'n not exempt from ambiguity. According to 

some authors such as Kloet and others (1983), a loop in the Argand 

plot can be generated by the KA box diagram without existence of 

any dibaryon resonance. A review of the current state of such ex

periments has been provided by Makarov (198<i) and Locher and co

workers (1985). 

ii) experiments concerned with peak hunting in the effec

tive mass of the two nucleon systems. In these experiments, where 

electronic technique (see Tatischeff (1985a)), or bubble chambers 

(Siemiarczuk and others (1983. 198*0) are employed, there are nu

clear collisions that provide the data. In these experiments, nar

row peaks C « 20 MeV/c*) are reported, but their interpretation 

is complicated by the possible occurrence of nuclear effects (for 

example see Dolidze (1986)). In a recent paper of Tatischeff 
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(1985b), a review of the latest results concerning the observation 

of narrow dibaryons is given. Our experiment used the 1 m H8C tn 

study exclusive channels in neutron-proton reactions. The main ad

vantage of such an experiment Is that it dwells in the direct ob

servation of dibaryon resonances as narrow peaks of the pp effec

tive mass distribution In a clean nuc Ieon-nucI eon reaction rather 

In a nuclear one. 

In the field of relatlvistic nucleus-nucleus collisions 

(mainly the central ones) a cumulative production of particles 

(Baldi-, 1980, 1985) which consist in the production of secondary 

particles with ~tnematical characteristics outside the limits al

lowed by the ^-women turn conservation for nuc Ieon-nucIe-m interac

tions c»n be found among the consequences of multiquark clusteri

sation effects. The explanation of such production processes is 

based on the assumption that actual targets are not simple collec

tions of nuclaons, but multiquark clusters generated by the nucle

ar impact. The use cf large and trigerable streamer chambers in 

experiments looking for such phenomena Is very suitable. 

EVIDENCE FOR NARROW DIBARYONS IN NEUTROH-PROTOh 

INTERACTIONS 

The 1 m HBC from JINR Oubna was irradiated with quasi-mo

nochromatic (op/p £ 35) neutron beams of the Incident momentum in 

the range of 1-5 O.J/c: 1,25, H i , 1.73, 2.23, 3.10, J.83, ^.35 

and ţ.. 1 I, CeV/c. We report here results obtained at 1.2;., 2.23 and 
5.1 6*vVc in the search for narrow dibaryons. 

The neutron beams were obtained by the stripping on an in-
:fii'jl A) target of the dt'jterons accelerated at the JINR Cubne 
synchrophasotron. Tha realisation of the neutron beam and the con
ditions of the bubble chamber irradiation are described elsewere 
iGasparyan ano others (1977)1. The quasi-monochromatic1ty and the 
» ery good co I I I rr a t i on cf the neutron beam allowed us to use, in-
iteăo sf the measured momentum of the incident neutron (which >• 
not seen i r, thz bubble c h a m b e r ) , the average value of the be»' 
irentju determined by Gasparian and coworkers (1977) and heneu 
work in the same conditions for the klnematicai fit as in the 
charged br*m case. 

.-ie separation of reaction channali and the determinaţi' 
of their cross-sections is described in Besliu and others (1986). 
At 1.25 CeV/c the reaction np » pp»" (0 - O.89 t 0.15 mb) was stu-
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died. At this energy, in three prong Interactions, Just one more 

channel opens: np - pp«"i°, but Its cross section Is negligible 

because the incident energy Is very close to the threshold of this 

channel. This ensures a high purity of the experimental sample of 

the np -» ppi events, in Fig. I.a, the effective mass distribution 

of the two final protons >.•;« plotted. As It can be noticed, this 

distribution exhibits a narrow peak around 1.935 GeV/c*. 

Assuming that this peak is due to a resonance, the effec

tive mass distribution was fitted to a theoretical function In

cluding two terms: a Brelt-Vigner function describing the reso

nance and a smooth function describing the background. For this we 

chose a'three-parameter function 

. a(H-M,) 
T(M) « (M-M1)

a(Ma-H)
Be 

M being the current value of the two-proton effective mass, M, and 

Ma - the limits of the mass range employed for fitting (M, • 

» '.877. Ma - 2.050 GeV/c ) . To determine the unknown parameters, 

the maximum - likelihood method was employed and the following va

lues of the Breit-Wigner function parameters were obtained: m • 

- 1.936 t 0.002 GeV/c" and t . 0.007 ± 0.005 GeV/c". From the 
o 

weight of the Breit-Wigner function In the fit and the total cross 

section of the np -» pp» reaction, the value of the cross-section 

for the resonance was determined: a « 46.7 - 22.8 lib. Among the 

results of the fit, we notice the very low value (T a 7+5 HeV/c ) 

of the Breit-Wigner function width. The effect of the experimental 

resolution on the observed width was estimated by constructing the 

resolution function for the effective mass of the two protons for 

events having 1.S30 £ M £ 1.9*0 CeV/c". Ujing the width of the re

solution function r « 6 MeV/c*. a rough estimate of the upper 

bound of the natural width of the observed peak r S 6 MeV/c is 

obta ined. 

A natural explanation of the observed peak relies on a di-

baryon resonance produced by a one-baryon exchange mechanism, cor

responding to diagram in Fig. 2. To prove this, the effective mass 

distribution of the two-proton system was plotted using kinemati-

cal cutting criteria to select the one-baryon exchange. The fol

lowing criterion was used: 
t - a -0.1(5 (GeV/c)* 
n "i 

where t - is the ^-momentum transfer between the Incident neu-
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tron and the final t~ meson. In the new effective nas* distribu

tion (Fig. lb), a narrow peak can be observed, positioned at the 

sane value as In the previous fit (is - 1.936 GeV/c2) . Again In 
o 

this casa, the distribution has been fitted using a Irelt-Vlgner 

function and a background curve derived by phase space calcula

tions AS exposed by Besllu and others (1963). If we take Into ac

count the effects of resolution, the results are also In agreement 

with " n a t £ 6 HeV/cz for the natural width of the resonance. The 

value of the cross-section a - 38.6 i 11.0 ub Is consistent, with

in the limits of errors, with the value obtained from the full 

distribution In Fig. 1a. 

We can conclude that In the reaction np •* pp«" at 1.2$ 

GeV/c a narrow dibaryonic resonance was observed, whose production 

mechentsm Is dominated by baryen exchange. 

In a recent paper of Sesllu and others (1985»), vie repor

ted the observation of a new narrow peak In the pp Invariant malt 

distributions for other two values of the Incident neutron momen

ts: 2.23 and 5.1 GeV/c. In Fig. 3, the peak seen In the np * ppi* 

at 2.23 GaV/c reaction It Indicated. The fit with Brelt-Wlgne' and 

the background function which Included a 85* contribution from the 

OPEN model and a 15* from the dlffractlve production of the Ni, 

(1.470) resonance have given M • 1.965 * 0.002 GeV/cz for the matt, 

r - 9.0 1 2.0 HeV/cZ for the experimental width and 0 - 48.0 * 

* 14.0 ub for the crosi-sect Ion. The probability for the peak to 

be a statistical effect was P - 2.0 10* . T.il» narrow peek, with 

the same mass and width, Is seen In Fig. k In the pp Invariant 

mass distribution from another reaction: np • PPi*» « " «* 5,1 

GeV/c. Its parameters estimated from the fit ere H - 1.965 * 

* 0.003 GeV/c*, r - 11.0 t 4.0 HeV/c* and the production cross-

sect Ion Is o • 8.1 i 1 .8 ub. 

we estimated the probability for e statistical fluctuation 

at 1.965 GaV/c* In this distribution, P • 1.2 10* and alto simul

taneously In both distributions In Fig. 3 and A, P • 2.5 10* . 

Other experiments (Tatlscheff, 1987 and references therein) give 

also evidence for these dlbaryon resonances. Non-observetIon of 

peaks at the above energy values In the totel pp end np crost tac

tions could be explained by the narrowness of these resonances. 

The values which were estimated fro the widths are affected by ex

perimental resolution end the natural widths c m ba of the order 

of or somewhat below 1 HeV/c. 
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The study of the pp invariant mass spectrum from the i\p * 

-» ppt x « channel at 5.1 GeV/c has shown three enhancements (four 

standard deviations over the Porte-Carlo backrroord) corresponding 

to 1.S71 i 0.007. 2.051 t 0.005 and 2.138 t 0.012 ReV/ca with 

widths around 10 M#V/c*. We have also obtained a clear peak in the 

np Invariant mass spectrum (over five standard deviations) from 

the np -• npi » i « reaction, at the same incident momentum, which 

corresponds to a mass of M » 2.12<i Î 0.002 Ge\'/ca and a fitted 

width ' e x p " J.1* Î 2.7 MeV/c*, being in good i»jreerrent with the 

dibaryon candidate reported by Tatisceff and others, 1986. Our 

spectrum is presented in r i <- . 5. Other maxiiva with lower statisti

cal significance can be seen, at values ot the invariant mass com

patible to the values claimed by Tatischeff in the same paper (Ta-

tischeff and others, 19bf). 

A conmon way to understand the existence of these narrow 

dibaryons the mass below the pion production threshold value 

(2MN + nj) is to consider then as six-quark states confined in a 

bag. However, the present calculations in the frame of spherical 

approxtmation c f the MIT baa models cannot reproduce the value of 

Masses and widths. Additional hypotheses must be made. In a pre

vious paper (Besliu and coworkers, 1985a), we discussed the inter

pretation of Saldin and Kaidolov of narrow dibaryons as isospin 

I - 2 resonances. Their mass being under pion production thre

shold, they are stable against strong decay. The mechanism of pro

duction and their possible electromagnetic decays are plotted in 

the diagrams of Fig. 6. The experimental signature of this process 

would be the observation of y-quanta with energy E S ii 0 MeV and 

work is in progress to search for them. A recent experiment (Ta

tischeff, 1987) seems to be in disacreement with the I « 2 assign-

Bent . 

Another possible explanation is to consider the small 

width as a manifestation of the stronc centrifugal barrier effect. 

In this scheme, the bags are deformed and the spherical approxima

tion Is no longer valid. To test this hypothesis, the spin deter

mination of dibaryons is essential. 

Structures of the N.'n Invariant Mass bpectra 

The effective rass spectra for various NN« combinations 

for five prone events at 5.1 f.e'.'/c have shown different maxina. 

The position of such maxina for different combinations and chan-
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nel5 seems to i n d i c a t e the p o s s i b i l i t y of resonance s t a t e s w i th 1 -

sospin I » 2 . 5uch maxima have a l ready been r e p o r t e d , In rtni mass 

spectra from dp reac t ions (S lemlarczuk , 1964) . 

The f i t t e d values of masses and of the exper imental widths 

for the quoted maxima are 1 is ted In the t a b l e . 

Reaction Combi- Mass (GevVc ) r (MeV/c 2 ) No. of s t d . d e v . 
na t ion ^ 

np-rpp» + i " n " i i 0 pen* 2 .195 i P.009 37 ± 39 5.7 

2 . 3 1 6 * 0 . 0 1 2 eo ± 15 4 .6 

2 .395 * 0.H07 32 ± 1 6 3.3 

2.4117 i 0. 004 8 ± 2 3.2 

pPK° 2.234 t 0 .008 90 ± 17 4 .9 

2.31 '8 i 0.004 53 ± 16 4.4 

2 .428 ± 0.005 41 ± 16 3.7 

2 .521 t 0.008 101 t 14 5.6 

n p - p t W i ' n pnn* 2 .179 t 0,001 6 ± 1 4 . 5 

2 .389 ± 0.001 1 * 5 4 .2 

2 . 5 U t 0 .017 1 1 1 2 .2 

pn«" 2 .310 t 0.003 23 t 24 3.9 

2 .476 ± 0 . 0 6 1 1 1 + 4 3.1 

2.53S t 0.018 1 1 1 3.1 

2.62 0 i 0 .008 1 * 1 2.2 

1 he statistical significance of the peaks observed In the 

invariant mass spectrum for t*ie pnt combination is smaller than 

,n the other cases because of the higher contribution of the non-

resonant background (two different combinations ere possible for 

each event. In Fig, 7. we present the Invariant mass spectrum for 

the ppi combination. The background curve was constructed using a 

Mo n t e - C a r l o method. 

CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION OF NEGATIVE PI0N c IN NUCLELS-NUCLEUS 

COLLIS'ONS 

The cumulative production of particles denotes the produc

tion of secondaries from nuclear reactions which Is forbidden as 

taking place outside the physical phase-space of the nucl e o n - n u -

cI eon c o l l i s i o n s . Quantitatively, the effect Is measured by means 

of the Sjorken variable. 
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E" PL X - —-t- (Lab. Syst.) m 
p 

where E and p, derrte the energy and the longitudinal momentum of 
the emitted particle respertii,el / and m is the proton mass. In 
the cai« of r u n latlve pr-duet'on of particles, variable X it 
greater than unity and it denotes the effective minimal number of 
nucleons of the fragmenting nucleus involved in the reaction. 
Among the hypotheses related to the cumulative effect, the pre
sence of n u c H a r mu I t iquar!; systems is advanced by some authors 
(see Saldin, 1980; 1985; Huber, 1987). 

The Cumulative Prouuction of Negative Pions in O P b and 
O N e Collisions at 4.5 AGeV/c 

The data that will be presented în the following were ob
tained i r. the 2 m streamer chamber - S*M 200 - at JINR Dubna. The 
experimental set-up and other experimental results concerning the 
pion production have been presented elsewhere (see e.g. Besliu and 
coworkers, 1985b, 1987). Distributions of the X variable for Q+Pb 
(305 events) and 0+Ne (175 events) centri; collisions (the impact 
parameter b • 0.3 fm) are presented in Fig. 8. In order to deter
mine the physical limit of the variable X above which cumulative 
pion prod>'-*!on c r • j s, the s>:>ne distribution was stuuied for the 
t. t':ve-prongs even-; w i * H the incident neutron momenta around A.5 
CeV/'c, selected fi m the ^ .ii and 5.1 GeV/c np experimental data 
disci'SS^d in thi prv.vi.ws section. The value of X in this latter 
c is found ;o> " » ! ;.T i ted to 0.6, a value :hat îhou I •* be consi-
der. as Î tdkiai» I >• • t for the Bjork'n variabl- for pionic 
p. .f'jct-' n n our experiment (N-^ Co 1 i i s i ,_n« ) . 

Tie tails of th». 6 i s . r i bu t ir" J represented in Fig. 8 are 
extenoinc. _p to X - b, .rich is consistent with the hypothesis of 
t <! 'orrition of clusters of 12 quarks in nuclear matter (as sug-
g c . e d in (Kondratyuk and Shmatikov, 1985; Huber, 1987) but few 
pions are considerably above that value. In the symmetric reaction 
O+Mc, the production of cumulative pions is more frequent (I1* per 
cent of all pions have X > 0.6) than in the ease of the asymmetric 
process 0+PB (only 2 per cent of pions are cumulative ones). 

It should be noticed that the previously reported value of 
the radius of the pionic source, 3-68 fm (Beşliu and others, 
1985b) seems to be in agreement with the formation of multiquark 
clusters in the nuclei. The study of double plots, X versus dlffe-

http://prv.vi.ws
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rent fcinematlea I variables, Indicate» that the production of high

ly cumulative plorts occurs at high transverse momenta (o T • "..5 

GeV/c In the case of the O + Pb reaction) and I r. c'ne forward hemi

sphere, with respect to the laboratory frame. 

CONCLUS IONS 

Data from two different experiments support the Idea of 

the formation of multlquark clusters, both In nuc Ieon-nucI eon and 

in nucleus-nucleus collisions. The observation of narrow dibaryons 

In neutron-proton collisions excludes all nuclear effects that 

could affect other experimental dlbaryon searches. The cumulative 

effect indicates that the presence of multlquark systems In nucle

ar matter Is possible, at least in conditions far from stability. 
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